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Abstract

A radiative deuteron–proton capture experiment was carried out at KVI using polarized-deuteron beams at incident
of 55, 66.5, and 90 MeV/nucleon. Vector and tensor-analyzing powers were obtained for a large angular range. The re
interpreted with the help of Faddeev calculations, which are based on modern two- and three-nucleon potentials. Ou
described well by the calculations, and disagree significantly with the observed tensor anomaly at RCNP.
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The structure of nuclei and the dynamics of re
tions are described by the strong nuclear force gov
ing the nucleon–nucleon interaction[1]. The longest-
range two-nucleon force (2NF) is due to the excha
of a pion [2], an idea that goes back to the work
Yukawa in 1935. At present, 2NF models exist wh
provide an excellent description of the high-qual
data base of proton–proton and neutron–proton s
tering and of the properties of the deuteron. For he
ier nuclei, Green’s function Monte Carlo calculatio
employing 2NFs clearly underestimate the experim
tal binding energies[3], and therefore show that 2N
are not sufficient to describe the three-nucleon sys
and heavier systems accurately.

In the last decades, our understanding of the th
nucleon system has improved significantly. Hig
precision data at intermediate energies inNd elastic
scattering[4–6] for a large energy interval togeth
with rigorous Faddeev calculations[7] for the three-
nucleon system have constrained phenomenolog
three-nucleon forces (3NF). These studies are s
ported by calculations based onχPT at lower energies
which are expected to provide model-independent
dictions for the complete structure of the 3NF[8–11]
in the near future.

The radiative deuteron–proton capture reacti
p + d → 3He + γ , is an interesting channel sinc
it involves a large momentum transfer and the
fore probes high-momentum components of the w
functions involved in the matrix element. In add
tion, the coupling with a photon makes this react
sensitive to electromagnetic currents involved in
three-nucleon system. These aspects make the r
tive capture process a unique tool to extend the ab
described three-nucleon force studies.

In the last few years, the interest in the radiat
Nd capture channel has increased. This is partly
to the presently available theoretical techniques wh
solve the three-nucleon system rigorously. In cont
to the elasticNd scattering data, however, the exp
imental data base on radiativeNd capture is much
poorer. In particular, in the intermediate energy ran
(∼50–200 MeV/nucleon), below the pion-productio
-

threshold, the available data[12–15]are scarce and i
general lack precision or completeness in angular c
erage and the number of observables.

Recently, a precision deuteron–proton radiat
capture experiment[16,17] at RCNP was conducte
using a vector and tensor-polarized deuteron be
impinging on a proton target at an incident deute
energy of 100 MeV/nucleon. Interestingly, the pre
liminary results on tensor-analyzing powers[16,17]
show large discrepancies with present-day calc
tions. These deviations were found to be larger t
a factor three forAxx in comparison with severa
different model approaches. As a result, the auth
speculated about possible existence of new force
new mechanisms that are sensitive to tensor obs
ables. A confirmation of this intriguing tensor anoma
in pd-radiative capture is clearly needed. In additio
a study of the energy dependence is necessary in o
to understand the origin of these discrepancies.

In this Letter, deuteron–proton radiative captu
data on vector and tensor-analyzing powers obta
at KVI are presented along with a comparison w
two theoretical approaches. The first calculation by
Bochum–Cracow group[18,19] is a Faddeev calcula
tion with the AV18 2NF and an additional phenomen
logical Urbana IX 3NF as input. The coupling with
photon is described via two different approaches.
first approach supplements the single-nucleon cur
operator by exchange currents which take explic
into accountπ - and ρ-like meson-exchange contr
butions. Alternatively, the meson-exchange curre
are included using the extended Siegert theorem
this form, electric and magnetic multipoles are ke
to very high orders for the one-body operator. As
consequence of the Siegert approximation, only ma
body currents in the electric multipoles are accoun
for. The second calculation is from the Hannover t
ory group[20], which describes the process using
purely nucleonic charge-dependent CD-Bonn pot
tial and its coupled-channel extension CD-Bonn+ ∆.
Within this approach, the∆-isobar excitation mediate
an effective 3NF with prominent Fujita–Miyazaw
and Illinois ring type contributions. These contrib
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Fig. 1. A sketch of the experimental setup at KVI, which measu
the deuteron–proton radiative capture reaction. The Big-Bite s
trometer (BBS) was employed to detect the3He at forward angles
The photon was detected between 50◦ and 160◦ using the Plastic
Ball detector. A cryogenic proton target was placed at the cente
the Plastic Ball.

tions are based on the exchange ofπ , ρ, ω, and
σ mesons and are mutually consistent. The elec
magnetic current in the Hannover approach has o
baryon and two-baryon contributions and couples
nucleonic and∆-isobar channels. Therefore, the∆-
isobar generates consistently effective two- and th
nucleon currents in addition to a 3NF.

The experiment was carried out in autumn of 20
at KVI, The Netherlands. Beams of vector and tens
polarized deuterons were produced in an atom
beam-type ion source (POLIS) and accelerated w
the superconducting cyclotron, AGOR, up to 55, 66
and 90 MeV/nucleon. The beam with an intensity
≈ 0.5 nA impinged on a 4.5 mm thick liquid-hydroge
target. The3He particle and the photon were detec
using a coincidence setup between the Big-Bite sp
trometer (BBS) and the Plastic Ball detector (P
respectively. The setup is depicted inFig. 1. The mag-
netic spectrometer BBS[21], with an angular accep
tance of≈ 3.8◦, with its Euro-Supernova focal-plan
detection system (ESN)[22] was placed at variou
angles between 1.7◦ and 3.5◦ for different energies
to cover as large a center-of-mass angular rang
possible. With this detector, nearly the complete3He
phase space is covered. The energy and angle
lutions were dominated by straggling in the targ
However, the two-body reconstruction was enou
to identify the events adequately (seeFig. 2). The
-

Fig. 2. The measured energy of3He versus its scattering angle me
sured by the BBS placed at a scattering angle of 3.5◦. The data are
obtained with a 90 MeV/nucleon deuteron beam. The solid line re
resents the expected kinematical dependence of the deuteron–p
radiative capture process. The width of the band is due to en
straggling in the target.

PB detector[23] was equipped with≈500 �E − E

phoswich modules covering photon scattering ang
between 50◦ and 160◦ with complete azimuthal ac
ceptance. Each module contains a 4 mm thick C2
layer (slow component) glued on to a 356 mm th
scintillator (fast component), which allows to discrim
inate photons, leptons, and protons from each ot
The PB detector measures the scattering angle o
photon with a resolution of 6◦ and with an efficiency
of ≈ 50%.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the quality of the3He analy-
sis with the BBS detection system. Here, the measu
energy of the3He is plotted against its scattering ang
obtained from the BBS for an incident deuteron be
energy of 90 MeV/nucleon. The solid line represen
the expected kinematical correlation for the radiat
capture reaction. A coincidence with a photon detec
by the PB is required in this plot. The lower part of t
kinematical loci is not covered experimentally due t
lack of photon detectors at scattering angles below◦
in the laboratory system. The data coincide with
expected kinematical correlation. Background ch
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nels, like radiative break-up, will not follow such
behavior. This demonstrates that the reaction of in
est can be identified unambiguously.

Vector and tensor-analyzing powers in the deute
proton radiative capture process were obtained by
ploying a beam of polarized deuterons. Five differ
polarization states were provided by the ion sou
with theoretical polarization values of(pZ,pZZ) =
(0,0), (2/3,0), (−2/3,0), (0,1), (0,−2). In this
notation, pZ and pZZ represent the vector and te
sor polarizations of the deuteron ion beam at
source. The beam polarization with a typical va
of 70–80% of the theoretical value was monitor
regularly using the in-beam polarimeter (IBP)[24].
This polarimeter uses a measurement of the azimu
asymmetry in the elastic�d + p reaction at a center
of-mass angle of 101◦. To determine an absolut
polarization, a knowledge of the tensor and v
tor analyzing powers of the elastic�d + p reaction
is required. These values were obtained from a
through published data at energies ranging from 3
100 MeV/nucleon[5,25,26]. An interpolation yields
vector and tensor analyzing powers ofiT11 = −0.39±
0.04, T22 = −0.128± 0.020, T20 = −0.255± 0.025
for an energy of 55 MeV/nucleon,iT11 = −0.44 ±
0.04, T22 = −0.161± 0.020, T20 = −0.273± 0.023
for 66.5 MeV/nucleon, andiT11 = −0.43 ± 0.04,
T22 = −0.214 ± 0.020, T20 = −0.237 ± 0.023 for
90 MeV/nucleon.

In this Letter, we present a measurement of v
tor (Ay(d)) and tensor (Ayy,Azz) analyzing powers
of the �d + p → 3He+ γ reaction. These observabl
were extracted by making use of the dependence
the azimuthal angle,φ, of the reaction rate,I (θ,φ),
according to[27]

I (θ,φ)

I0(θ)
= 1+ 3

2
pZAy(θ)cosφ − 1

2
pZZAzz(θ)sin2 φ

(1)+ 1

2
pZZAyy(θ)cos2φ,

where I0(θ) is the reaction rate for an unpolarize
beam andθ is the polar angle of theγ –p system
in the center-of-mass. Note that at KVI the polariz
tion vector is perpendicular to the beam directio
Exploiting the above equation, the vector analyz
power, Ay(d), is obtained from the reaction rate
for ion-source states(pZ,pZZ) = (2/3,0) (N+) and
(−2/3,0) (N−) integratingφ from −55◦ to 55◦ for a
beam energy of 90 MeV/nucleon and from−65◦ to
65◦ for beam energies of 55 and 66.5 MeV/nucleon,
according to

(2)Ay(d) = −2

3

N+ − N−

p−
ZN+ − p+

ZN− ,

where p+Z is the measured vector polarization for t
(2/3,0) spin mode and p−Z is the polarization for the
(−2/3,0) spin mode. The azimuthal angle,φ, is ob-
tained from the PB. Corrections due to variations
the photon-detection efficiency are properly taken i
account by measuringφ distributions using the un
polarized data of the radiative-capture reaction. S
ilarly, the tensor-analyzing power,Azz, is deduced
using the states(pZ,pZZ) = (0,1) and (0,−2) inte-
gratingφ from 35◦ to 55◦ (and from−35◦ to −55◦)
for a beam energy of 90 MeV/nucleon and integrat
ing φ from 25◦ to 65◦ (and from−25◦ to −65◦) for
a beam energy of 66.5 MeV/nucleon. According to
Eq.(1), this integration should cancel the contributi
of Ayy to the cross section. Remaining contributio
of Ayy due to variations in the photon-detection
ficiency in φ are properly corrected for. The tenso
analyzing power,Ayy , is obtained by integrating, fo
the same ion states, over the azimuthal angleφ from
−15◦ to 15◦. Also here, non-vanishing contribution
of the term1

2pZZAzz sin2 φ in Eq. (1) due to a finiteφ
integration are small (∼ 2%) and corrected for.

Fig. 3 shows the results of the deuteron–pro
radiative capture experiment in comparison with
calculation by the Bochum–Cracow group[18,19].
Data for Ay(d), Ayy , and Azz are presented as
function of theγ –p center-of-mass angle for thre
different incident deuteron energies of 55, 66.5, a
90 MeV/nucleon. Only statistical uncertainties are
dicated by the error bars. The systematic uncerta
due to the error in the beam polarization is estima
to be less than 6%. The dotted lines are the result o
Faddeev calculation for which the AV18 2NF is us
as input. Meson-exchange currents are included u
the Siegert approximation. The dot-dashed lines co
spond to the same model and including the Urbana
3NF. An explicit inclusion ofπ and ρ like meson-
exchange contributions are represented by the da
and solid lines. For the solid lines, the Urbana-IX 3N
was included, whereas the dashed lines only take
account the AV18 2NF. The data forA (d) clearly dis-
y
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Fig. 3. Polarization data for the deuteron–proton radiative c
ture reaction are compared to Faddeev calculations by
Bochum–Cracow theory group. The data are shown as filled cir
with the statistical uncertainty indicated by error bar. The do
and dot-dashed lines (which can hardly be distinguished) re
sent the results of the calculation using the Siegert approx
tion with the AV18 2NF as input and with the additional incl
sion of the Urbana-IX 3NF, respectively. The dashed (2NF)
solid (2NF+ 3NF) lines are similar calculations for which m
son-exchange currents are calculated using explicitπ and ρ ex-
changes.

agree with the calculation in which meson-exchan
contributions are constructed using the Siegert app
imation. This might point to large magnetic contrib
tions which are not properly included for many-bo
currents. The approximation with an explicit inclusi
of π andρ exchange agrees well with our data. T
effect of the 3NF is small within the framework of th
approximation. At present, no experiment will ha
sufficient sensitivity to prefer this calculation with
without the inclusion of a 3NF.

Fig. 4 compares the same data as inFig. 3 with
the predictions of the Hannover group[20], based
on the purely nucleonic CD-Bonn potential and
coupled-channel extension, CD Bonn+ ∆, allowing
for a single excitation of a nucleon to a∆ isobar.
The∆ mediates 3NFs and generates effective two-
three-nucleon currents in addition to irreducible o
and two-baryon contributions as described in deta
Fig. 4. The same data as shown inFig. 3 are compared with the
predictions of the Hannover group. The dashed line represent
calculation based on the CD-Bonn potential, whereas the solid
includes in addition contributions from the∆ isobar.

Ref. [20]. Note that the Hannover calculation agre
reasonably well with our data for all polarization o
servables and all energies. The effect of the∆ isobar
is small at these energies and for these observable

The tensor-analyzing powersAzz and Ayy hardly
depend on the choice of approximation. The pred
tions from the Bochum–Cracow group are similar
those of the Hannover group for these observab
Since the tensor-analyzing powerAxx is related to
Ayy andAzz, via Axx + Ayy + Azz = 0, we conclude
that also this observable is rather well predicted by
models including MECs. Surprisingly, a recent exp
iment conducted at RCNP with a 100 MeV/nucleon
incident deuteron beam showed large deviations
Axx in comparison with similar model predictions[16,
17]. Our data taken at an energy of 90 MeV/nucleon
clearly do not show such large discrepancies,
therefore contradict the preliminary data of RCN
Also at lower energies, no anomaly is observed for
tensor-analyzing powers in the deuteron–proton ra
tive capture process.

In summary, this Letter presents data on vector
tensor-analyzing powers in the deuteron–proton ra
tive capture process. The data were taken at KVI w
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the Big-Bite spectrometer and the almost-4π Plastic
Ball detection systems which measure the momen
vectors of the3He andγ , respectively. A polarized
deuteron beam was employed at incident energie
55, 66.5, and 90 MeV/nucleon. The reaction rate d
pendence on the azimuthal angle together with dif
ent combinations for the polarization states (pZ , pZZ)
were used to extractAy(d), Ayy , andAzz for a large
angular range. The results are interpreted using F
deev calculations by the Bochum–Cracow group
by the Hannover group. In general, our results ag
reasonably well with predictions by the Hannov
group and the predictions by the Bochum–Crac
group in case an explicitπ andρ exchange is used
The large discrepancy of our data with the calculat
by the Bochum–Cracow group using the Siegert
proximation demonstrates the sensitivity to the tre
ment of the electromagnetic currents in the radiat
capture reaction. In particular, the vector-analyz
powers are rather sensitive to MECs making th
a good testing ground for the details of exchan
currents. The calculations and experimental res
presented in this Letter indicate that the effect o
phenomenological three-nucleon force and the con
bution of the∆ isobar are, at these energies, sm
Therefore, these observables are ideally suited to
electromagnetic currents and form factors in a thr
nucleon system. The study presented in this Letter
partly motivated by a recent observation of a large d
crepancy between measured tensor-analyzing po
taken at RCNP and predictions by various modern
culations. Our data taken at a similar energy do
show such a discrepancy and therefore disagree
the preliminary RCNP data.
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